Question (1)
Read the passage and then answer the questions:

Where information, or complaint is presented to the officer in charge, about facts indicating the commission of an offenses, where in arrest with warrant may be made, he may conduct, a preliminary inquiry, to ascertain the facts, or suspicion or initiate the criminal suit, where the officer in charge is satisfied that the facts of the information or complaint are not correct.

(A) Draw a circle round the best answer:
1 – Where information, or complaint is presented to the officer in charge
A: arrest warrant  B: offences  C: warrant
   A: arrest warrant   B: capture warrant  C: contest
2 – The information, or complaint is presented to ................
   A: the court  B: the officer  C: judge
3 – The first inquiry is called .....................
   A: information  B: preliminary  C: complaint
4 – The under lined word ‘him’ refers to ...........
   A: change  B: office  C: officer
5 – Criminal suit is opposite of ...............
   A: civil suit  B: facts  C: commission

Question (2)

2 – Translate the following into Arabic:
1-Age of majority is the age when a person is considered legally capable of being responsible for all his activities.

Question (3)
Mach (A) with (B)
(A) : prosecution attorney – do they – do not they – does not he – person – intention – won't she.
(B):
1- Company or association or group of persons ...............?
2- Magistrates help law ..................?
3- Cause a consequence intentionally .....................?
4- Courts do not settle disputes .......................?
5 – He believes in Allah .........................?
6 – She will forgive you ...........................?
7 – The legal counsel ..............................?
Read the passage and then answer the questions following it:

This breach of contract is bilateral contracts if one of the parties does not perform his obligation, the other party may after serving a formal notice on the debtor, demand the performance of the contract or its rescission, with damages if due in either case.

**Give short answers:**
1. Define the breach of contract

   ____________________________

2. What will happen if one of the parties does not perform his obligation

   ____________________________

**Complete the following**

The other ________ may after serving ________ notice on the debtor, ________ the performance of the ________ or its rescission, with ________ if due in either ________.  

**Question Two**

*Underline the correct answer:*

1. Contract (is – are – am) agreement between two parties.
3. Evidence may be (take – takes – taken)
4. The criminal suit (will – have – are) initiate upon taking recognizance by the General Criminal.

**Question Three:**

*Fill these terms in their appropriate places:*


1. An accused is presumed to be ________ until his/her ________ is proved according to law.
2-Person includes a-------------person and company.
3-Grave provocation is causing of grave---------------which prevents complete self-----------------and takes beyond the ---------------state
4-Judicial proceeding includes proceeding in the ------------------which --------------may be taken in accordance with the ---------------

Translate the following into Arabic:
1-warrant-----------------------------------2undertake------------------------
-----------3guarantee------------------------4vice versa--------
-------------------5-null and void------------------------6- for a period not exceeding-------------------
------7- by virtue of ---------------

*Best wishes*